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ABSTRAK 

 

 

The skripsi undered title "The Role of Moslem Figures on Center Adviser 
Agency (Chuo Sangi-in) Toward Indonesian Freedom in the 1943-1945 Years" is the 
skripsi that complicate in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of 
Sarjana in IAIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. In this skripsi the materials is focused on the 
condition of Islam in Japanese era which specificated on two years lastest Japan had 
taken place about Japan government wisdom which had give the opportunities in 
every aspects, like from politic, military, education, and religion.  
The purpose is to describe the function of moslem in history of Indonesian national 
movement which were often forgotten the existence.  

In this skripsi are using the historical method, which begin by collects several 
sources, primary and secondary (Heuristic),then the writer compares and gives some 
critics to the sources which have gotten to find the relevant datas as the research 
matter. The next step is text analyze or interpretation from some sources by adjusting 
with the problems that are tobe the sources analysis. After interpret, the writer on the 
primary step, it is Hostoriografy or historical writing. Frow the research result, it 
appears that in Japanese era the existense of Islamic figures had the important role in 
National Movement History for decided the Indonesian freedom.  

It proved when the last of Japanese take place, Japan had loosed from 
copartners which then they asked the endorsement to resist them. In Indonesia islam 
is community, specially in Java and Madura are majority. So, to got interest of 
Moslem, Japan had to tractable in disposition to them and gave the concession in 
everything. The Japanese wisdom, there were they collocated of Islam figures in 
some government positions, such as Corporation Advisor Center/Chuo Sangi-in, 
Shuubu, Shumuka, Djawa Hokokai, Masyumi, and gave the concession by permitting 
of religy organitation to actived again, like as NU, Muhammadiyah, and Perserikatan 
Ulama. To support Dai Nippon, Japan also compossed Hisbullah which prepared to 
resist the confederates. 
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